Background {#Sec1}
==========

In phase II clinical trials, a new treatment or a new therapy is often assessed by measuring activity with dichotomized endpoints, responding 'yes' or 'no' to the intervention. For Oncology clinical trials, the response criteria may be determined by the Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumours (RECIST) \[[@CR1]\]. The traditional experiment in phase II Oncology trials is often conducted in a single arm study, which is also popular in other studies, such as AIDS. All patients enrolled in the study are treated with the same treatment, and their measurements are obtained at the end of the study and compared to the priori estimate from historical studies with the similar condition of experiment and patients. From ethical and economical considerations, a trial should be allowed to stop earlier after an interim analysis to better protect patients, especially in situations when the treatment is indeed ineffective. For this reason, a multi-stage design is often implemented, and among these designs the most popular is Simon's two-stage design \[[@CR2]\]. Simon \[[@CR2]\] proposed two optimal designs: the optimal design with the expected sample size under the null (ESS~0~) minimized, and the minimax design having the smallest ESS~0~ among the designs with the maximum sample size (MSS) minimized. Simon's design allows early stopping in the first stage for futility only. Recently, Mander and Thompson \[[@CR3]\] extended Simon's design to allow stopping for efficacy or futility by introducing an additional design parameter that represents the stopping criteria for efficacy in the first stage. It is guaranteed that the MSS of the modified design is less than or equal to that of Simon's.

In Simon's design and the modified Simon's design due to Mander and Thompson \[[@CR3]\], the second stage sample size is always fixed and is not allowed to be modified as the result observed from the first stage. To make a design flexible and efficient, adaptive designs have been developed to allow the second stage sample size to depend on first stage responders. It is easy to show that Simon's optimal design is a special case of adaptive designs, therefore, the expected sample size of an optimal adaptive design is always less than or equal to that of Simon's design. Several optimal adaptive designs have been developed for phase II clinical trials, and the majority of them are based on the optimal criteria with the smallest ESS~0~. Banerjee and Tsiatis \[[@CR4]\] developed an optimal adaptive two-stage design by using a Bayesian decision-theoretic construct to minimize the expected loss through backward induction, with type I and II error rates respected. The sample size savings are small to modest when compared to Simon's optimal design. Later, Englert and Kieser \[[@CR5]\] developed an optimal adaptive two-stage design based on conditional error functions \[[@CR6]\] and an efficient search strategy \[[@CR7]\]. Although these adaptive designs guarantee the type I and II error rates, these designs suffer from a counter-intuitive feature that the second stage sample size may increase as the number of responses observed from the first stage increases. Very recently, Shan et al. \[[@CR8]\] developed an optimal adaptive two-stage design with the monotonicity property respected; the second stage sample size is a non-increasing function of the first stage responders. This improvement makes it practical to use the optimal adaptive design.

In phase II clinical trials, it is desirable to achieve the primary goal of the study with the number of patients minimized, as the cost of the study highly depends on the number of patients. In addition, Institutional Review Boards approve proposed studies based on the maximum possible number of patients that are needed to address the scientific questions. Therefore, the minimax design is preferable by researchers with the smallest MSS as compared to the optimal design when the MSS difference between the two designs is not small. To our best knowledge, no adaptive design based on the minimax criteria has been proposed for use in practice. Due to the importance of such designs, we develop a new minimax adaptive design with the monotonic property respected in this article by using the branch-and-bound algorithm \[[@CR7]\] based on conditional type I and II error rates.

Both minimax and optimal designs have been widely used in clinical trials. It is often the case that the expected sample size of the minimax design is much larger than that of the optimal design, although the minimax design has a smaller maximum sample size. To compromise between the maximum sample size and the expected sample size under the null, an admissible adaptive design was proposed by Jung et al. \[[@CR9]\], which was implemented in Java language by them. By using the Bayes risk function as in Jung et al. \[[@CR9]\], we propose a new admissible adaptive two-stage design that is between the minimax adaptive design and the optimal adaptive design.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In "[Methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" Section, we introduce the detailed search method for the optimal adaptive design when the first stage and the MSS of the second stage sample size are fixed, then present the approach to find the minimax adaptive design. In "[Results](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}" Section we compare the MSS and the ESS~0~ of the proposed minimax adaptive design with competitors. A real clinical trial from a cancer study is used to illustrate the proposed design at the end of "[Results](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}" Section. Finally, we provide some remarks in "[Discussion and conclusions](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}" Section.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Simon \[[@CR2]\] proposed the widely used two-stage designs for early phase II clinical trials with binary endpoints by testing the response rate to make a conclusion of go or no-go to the next trial phase of the study. In this study design, the unacceptable response rate *π*~*u*~ can be estimated from historical data, and the acceptable response rate *π*~*a*~ is often the targeted response rate of a new treatment or therapy, where *π*~*u*~\<*π*~*a*~. For example, in the clinical trial for urothelial cancer with neoadjuvant therapy \[[@CR10]\], the unacceptable and acceptable response rates are *π*~*u*~=35 % and *π*~*a*~=50 %, respectively. The hypotheses to be tested are $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The null hypothesis is rejected for a large response rate. Let *n*~1~, *n*~2~, and *n* be the number of subjects enrolled in the first stage, the second stage, and both stages combined, respectively, and *x*~1~, *x*~2~, and *x* are the associated number of responses observed from the study.

In the clinical trial of the neoadjuvant therapy for urothelial cancer \[[@CR10]\], Simon's minimax design was used for sample size determination to achieve 80 % power (*β*=0.2) at the significance level of *α*=0.1 when the response rates were *π*~*u*~=35 % and *π*~*a*~=50 %. The design was calculated as: (*r*~1~/*n*~1~,*r*/*n*)=(10/31,21/49) with the ESS~0~=40.8. The trial was allowed to stop for futility at the first stage if the number of first stage responses *x*~1~≤10 was observed from a total of *n*~1~=31 patients. Otherwise, an additional *n*~2~=*n*−*n*~1~=49−31=18 patients were enrolled in the second stage, and at least 22 responses should be observed from total 49 patients, *x*≥22, in order to claim that the neoadjuvant therapy had sufficient activity. The MSS of the minimax design was 49. An alterntive to the minimax design is Simon's optimal design whose ESS~0~ was the smallest among all designs that met the design criteria. The design parameters for the optimal design are: (*r*~1~/*n*~1~,*r*/*n*)=(7/20,24/58) with the ESS ~0~=35.2. As expected, the ESS~0~ of the optimal design is less than that of the minimax design (35.2 agaisnt 40.8), but the MSS is much larger for the optimal design as compared to the minimax design (58 against 49).

A modified Simon's design that allows early stopping for futility or efficacy, was proposed by Mander and Thompson \[[@CR3]\] who introduced another design parameter, *r*~2~, as ((*r*~1~,*r*~2~)/*n*~1~,*r*/*n*). This design is referred to as the Minimax-EF design. For the aforementioned cancer study, the design can be calculated by using the Stata package, *simon*2*stage* \[[@CR3]\], as ((*r*~1~,*r*~2~)/*n*~1~,*r*/*n*)=((11,16)/32,21/49), see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. With *n*~1~=32 patients enrolled in the first stage of the study, the study will be stopped for futility if *x*~1~≤11 or efficacy if *x*~1~\>16. A decision can not be made in the first stage when 11\<*x*~1~≤16, and additionally *n*~2~=*n*−*n*~1~=49−32=17 patients will be enrolled in the second stage. At the end of the study, the null hypothesis will be rejected if *x*\>21. Otherwise, it is concluded that the new treatment is not promising enough to warrant further investigation. The ESS~0~ of the minimax-EF design is 39.2 as compared to the ESS ~0~=40.8 from Simon's minimax design. Table 1The proposed adaptive minimax design for the urothelial cancer trial with the neoadjuvant therapy with (*α*,*β*,*π* ~*u*~,*π* ~*a*~)=(0.1,0.2,0.35,0.5)S*n* ~2~(*S*)*n*(*S*)*r*(*S*)Minimax-EF design≤1103201217492113174921141749211517492116174921≥170320Minimax adaptive design≤90280102149211121492112214921132149211419472015184620≥160280

In the two aforementioned designs, the second stage sample size is not allowed to change with the number of responses observed from the first stage. To improve the efficiency and flexibility of a study, we propose a new adaptive two-stage design based on the minimax criteria from Simon's, the design with the smallest ESS~0~ and MSS. In the proposed adaptive design, the second stage sample size, *n*~2~(*S*), depends on the number of first stage responses, *S*, and *n*~2~(*S*) is a non-increasing function of *S*, specifically, *n*~2~(*S*~1~)≥*n*~2~(*S*~2~) when *S*~1~\<*S*~2~. For a given first stage sample size *n*~1~, the value of *S* ranges from 0 to *n*~1~: *S*=0,1,...,*n*~1~. Moreover, the associated critical value for each *S*, *r*(*S*), also needs to be determined for the adaptive design. Then, the proposed design is presented as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$n_{1}\ \text{and} ~\left(n_{2}(S),r(S)\right),~ S=0,1,2,\cdots,n_{1}, $$ \end{document}$$ with a total of 2*n*~1~+3 unknown parameters. As pointed out by many researchers \[[@CR5], [@CR8]\], it becomes quickly impossible to estimate these parameters by enumerating all attainable values of *n*~2~(*S*) and *r*(*S*), even after controlling for the upper bound of the second stage sample size.

Conditional error functions are frequently used in adaptive designs to fully use the information from the previous stage, specifically, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$P(s|r(s),n_{2}(s),\pi)=1-B\left(r(s)-s:n_{2}(s),\pi\right), $$ \end{document}$$ where *s* is the observed first stage response under the design parameters *n*~2~(*s*) and *r*(*s*), and *B*(*x*:*y*,*z*) is the cumulative probability function of a binomial distribution for observed value *x* with size *y* and probability *z*. Note that *P*(*s*\|*π*)=0 or 1 when the study is terminated after the first stage for futility or efficacy, respectively. As a special case, it is always reasonable to stop the trial when no response is observed from the first stage, *P*(0\|*π*)=0. It should be noted that the proposed design allows early stopping in the first stage for either futility or efficacy just as existing adaptive designs.

For each design, the type I and II error rates are then calculated from conditional error functions as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\beta=1-\sum\limits_{s=0}^{n_{1}}P(s|r(s), n_{2}(s), \pi_{a})\times b(s:n_{1},\pi_{a}), $$ \end{document}$$ where *b*(.) is the density function of a binomial distribution. All designs with guaranteed type I and II error rates, are candidates for the optimal design. Often, multiple designs meet the design criteria, and an additional criteria should be applied in order to find the optimal design. The criteria used in the proposed adaptive minimax design is the smallest ESS~0~ and MSS, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\min _{\max (n_{1}+n_{2}(s),s=0,1,\ldots,n_{1})}$\end{document}$. The second is to identify the minimax adaptive design as the one from these in the previous step with the smallest ESS~0~.

We start the design search with a fixed first stage sample size *n*~1~ and the MSS *n*. Then, the MSS of the second stage is *n*~2,*max*~=*n*−*n*~1~. It is easy to show that *n*~2~(*S*)≤*n*~2,*max*~ and *r*(*S*)≤*n*~2~(*S*). The optimal design needs to be searched over a triangle space for each *S*, *ϕ*(*S*)={(*n*~2~(*S*),*r*(*S*)):*r*(*S*)≤*n*~2~(*S*)≤*n*~2,*max*~}, where *S*=0,1,2,⋯,*n*~1~. The complete search space is a product of these triangle spaces, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As the first stage sample size *n*~1~ increases, the size of this complete search space increases exponentially. Therefore, it is not feasible to conduct this naive search to identify the optimal design.

It is much more complicated to search for an optimal solution over a two-dimensional space than a one-dimensional space. For this reason, Englert and Kieser \[[@CR5]\] suggested using the union of all type I conditional error functions and (0,1), referred to as *Ω*, as the parameter space. For each element in *Ω*, it contains the information of *n*~2~(*S*) and *r*(*S*) as in the two-dimensional space. That said, it is equivalent to determine the conditional type I error value for *S* and (*r*(*S*),*n*~2~(*S*)). It is still not feasible to conduct a grid search over the parameter space (*a*(*n*~1~+1)−dimensional space) due to the fact that the size of the parameter space increases very quickly as *n*~1~ and *n*~2,*max*~ go up.

In order to overcome the computational burden, the branch-and-bound algorithm \[[@CR7]\], an intelligent algorithm, is considered when searching for the optimal design over a one-dimensional space on each *S*. This algorithm can be used to search for the optimal design with or without constraints \[[@CR5], [@CR8]\]. The monotonicity restriction in the optimal adaptive design search by Shan et al. \[[@CR8]\] is an important feature that makes a design usable in practice. The second stage sample size is a non-increasing function of the number of responses observed from the first stage: *n*~2~(*S*~1~)≥*n*~2~(*S*~2~) when *S*~1~\<*S*~2~. This monotonicity restriction is respected in the proposed minimax adaptive design.

As pointed out, it is time consuming to compute the actual type I and II error rates for each element in the parameter space, and the branch-and-bound algorithm is able to finish the design search in a timely manner by discarding elements that do not lead to the optimal design, which is the key idea of this intelligent algorithm. When the sample sizes (*n*~1~,*n*) are given, the ESS~0~ is the objective function. Two procedures are recursively utilized in the algorithm to identify the optimal design. The first procedure is the branching process that splits the problem into several complement problems. The conditional type I error functions are used in this step to split problems. Although it is not a requirement to sort the elements in *Ω* in the design search, it helps to reduce the computational intensity to sort them by *n*~2~(*S*) in an ascending order, and *P*(*S*\|*π*~*u*~) in an increasing order. The ordering of *n*~2~(*S*) is used to meet the monotonicity feature of the proposed design.

The second procedure, the bounding procedure, computes boundary values of constraint functions. Let *O*(*S*,*W*~*S*~) be the *W*~*S*~-th conditional error function in the *Ω* when the number of responses is *S* in the first stage. Suppose the current branching outcome from the branching procedure is at *S*=*k*$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When no response is observed from the first stage, the trial is assumed to be stopped for futility, that is represented by *O*(0,1). Note that we use *n*~2~(*S*,*W*~*S*~) and *r*(*S*,*W*~*S*~) to replace *n*~2~(*S*) and *r*(*S*) in the design search. The objective function at the current branching step is calculated as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The overall goal is to find the values of *W* for each *S* in *O*(*S*,*W*) that minimizes the objective function as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Two constraints need to be satisfied in the design search $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These two constraints help to determine the set of feasible solutions, and discard the candidates that do not lead to the optimal design.

The minimax-EF design is a special case of the minimax adaptive design, therefore, the MSS of the minimax-EF design is the upper bound of the proposed adaptive design. For this reason, we start the search with the MSS, *n*~*t*~, which is the MSS of the minimax-EF design. For this given MSS, say *n*~*t*~, the possible number of subjects from the first stage, *n*~1~, ranges between 1 and *n*~*t*~−1. The search for *n*~1~=1 and *n*~*t*~−1 as the first stage sample sizes are excluded for practical reasons: it is not realistic to enroll only one patient to make a decision.

For each sample size configuration (*n*~1~,*n*~*t*~), the algorithm is applied for the design search. If the study is stopped for futility when *S*≤*s*−1, then we assign *n*~2~(*s*,*W*~*s*~)=*n*−*n*~1~ to guarantee that the MSS is exactly *n*~*t*~. It should be noted that the MSS could occur at multiple *S* values. The ascending order of *n*~2~(*S*) for elements in parameter space *Ω*, is useful to meet the monotonic relationship between the *n*~2~(*S*) and *S* in searching for the design. Among these obtained optimal adaptive designs, the one with the smallest ESS~0~ is the adaptive minimax design when the MSS is *n*~*t*~. From the relationship between the proposed design and the minimax-EF design, it is guaranteed that an optimal adaptive design will be obtained when MSS is *n*~*t*~. The MSS is then decreased by 1, and the optimal adaptive design is searched again with the MSS= *n*~*t*~−1. This procedure will be continued until no optimal design is obtained from three consecutive MMS values, say *n*^∗^−1, *n*^∗^−2, and *n*^∗^−3. Then, *n*^∗^ is the minimum MSS, and the optimal design associated with *n*^∗^ is the final minimax adaptive two-stage design. It is obvious that *n*^∗^≤*n*~*t*~.

For the candidates of an admissible design, the first step is to identify the MSS values of the minimax adaptive design and the optimal adaptive design by Shan et al. \[[@CR8]\], *n*~*min*~ and *n*~*opt*~ that are in the range of the MSS of an admissible design. Secondly, for each given MSS, *n*, between *n*~*min*~ and *n*~*opt*~, the optimal design with the smallest ESS~0~ is calculated by using the algorithm aforementioned. The sample size information, *n* and ESS~0~, are used in calculating the Bayes risk function $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$T=q\times n+(1-q)\times ESS_{0}=(n-ESS_{0})q+ESS_{0}, $$ \end{document}$$ where *q* is a pre-specified weight value, *q*∈\[0,1\]. It can be seen that the Bayes risk function *T* is a linear function of *q* with *n*−*ESS*~0~ as the slope and *ESS*~0~ as the intercept. As *ESS*~0~ is always less than *n*, *T* is an increasing function of *q*.

Results {#Sec3}
=======

We compare performance of the proposed minimax adaptive design, Simon's minimax design, the minimax-EF design, and the optimal adaptive design due to Shan et al. \[[@CR8]\]. The first three designs are minimax designs, while the last one is under the optimal criteria. The first design and the last design are adaptive designs. To the best of our knowledge, we do not find a direct competitor in the category of adaptive two-stage designs under the minimax criteria. Simon's minimax design is the most commonly used design under the minimax criteria, thus it is included in the comparison. The minimax-EF design stops for either futility or efficacy in the first stage. This stopping rule is also applied in the proposed design, thus, this design is also included in the comparison. Simon's design only allows stopping of the trial at the first stage for futility, and the other three designs allows the stoppage for either futility or efficacy in the first stage.

The MSS and the ESS~0~ are compared in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} for the proposed minimax adaptive design, and the other three competitors when *π*~*a*~−*π*~*u*~=0.2, and 0.15 at the significance level of *α*=0.05. As expected, the proposed minimax adaptive design has a smaller or the same MSS as compared to the Simon's minimax design and the minimax-EF design. When the proposed design has the same MSS as either of the two minimax designs, the ESS~0~ of the proposed design is always smaller. For example, the saving of the ESS~0~ from the proposed design as compared to the minimax-EF design when they have the same MSS in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, ranges from 0.03 to 10.16, with an average of 3.07 patients. The optimal adaptive design is included as a reference, and the MSS of this design is generally larger than that of the proposed minimax adaptive design, with a range from 2 to 16, and an average of 9.3 patients from all the configurations studied in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Table 2Comparison between three optimal designs for expected sample size *E* *S* *S* ~0~ at *α*=0.05 given *π* ~*a*~−*π* ~*u*~=0.2 and 0.15MinimaxOptimalSimonMinimax-EFAdaptiveAdaptive*π* ~*u*~*π* ~*a*~Power*nE* *S* *S* ~0~*nE* *S* *S* ~0~*nE* *S* *S* ~0~*nE* *S* *S* ~0~*π* ~*a*~−*π* ~*u*~=20 %0.10.30.82519.512420.302320.942914.850.93326.183323.963323.933522.380.20.40.83322.253224.933223.223720.480.94531.234435.684433.395329.740.30.50.83925.693630.683629.314623.450.95336.625042.475041.036034.080.40.60.83934.443934.333926.864624.390.95438.065438.035342.656635.640.50.70.83727.743726.903726.874323.330.95336.115141.145137.745933.450.60.80.83520.773323.973322.133820.280.94535.904533.304531.365228.740.70.90.82623.162623.112518.002714.820.93222.663222.663222.643620.80*π* ~*a*~−*π* ~*u*~=15 %0.10.250.84028.843833.943828.874324.490.95540.035347.875341.296236.450.20.350.85340.445340.415340.336334.870.97758.427666.517459.588750.800.30.450.86549.636451.326448.087741.330.98878.518878.458868.2910459.960.40.550.87060.076954.176949.848244.050.99478.889476.309474.2010663.840.50.650.86866.116866.056758.418143.010.99375.009372.209369.8410961.870.60.750.86243.796242.896145.266938.530.98473.208473.138464.009754.990.70.850.84934.444934.364933.005929.780.96848.526550.466548.787842.60

We present the proposed minimax adaptive design with specific design parameters in Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} for *π*~*a*~=*π*~*u*~+0.2 and *π*~*a*~=*π*~*u*~+0.15, respectively. The pre-specified type I error rate is set as *α*=0.05, and two type II error rates are studied, *β*=0.1 and 0.2. We present the minimum adaptive design for various values of *π*~*u*~, from 0.2 to 0.7. For example, for the design to achieve 90 % power with *π*~*u*~=0.6, *π*~*a*~=0.8 as in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Simon's minimax design, the minimax-EF design and the proposed adaptive minimax design are displayed in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}: the MSS of the study (*n*(*S*)) VS the number of responses from the first stage (*S*). Simon's minimax design is calculated as (*n*~1~,*n*,*r*~1~,*r*)=(26,45,15,32) with the MSS=45 and the ESS ~0~=35.90. The minimax-EF design is found to be ((*r*~1~,*r*~2~)/*n*~1~,*r*/*n*)=((15,20)/25,32/45) with 25 patients enrolled in the first stage, and a possible total sample size of 25. The trial will be stopped for futitlity when *S*≤15 or efficacy when *S*\>20 out of *n*~1~=25 patients in the first stage. The ESS~0~ is 33.3 for this design. For the proposed minimax adaptive design, the second stage sample size is allowed to change as a function of the first stage responders, and the relationship is monotonic. The first stage sample size is *n*~1~=23 and the maximum sample size is 45 and this maxmum sample size only occurs for the cases with *S*=15 and 16 responders observed from the first stage. The trial is terminated at the end of the first stage for futility or efficacy for *S*≤14 or *S*≥23, respectively. In such cases, the MSS is the first stage sample size, which is 23. When the first stage response is between 15 and 22, the corresponding second stage sample size *n*~2~(*S*) is presented in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. As compared to the other designs, the adaptive minimax design has the smallest expected sample size and the smallest first stage sample size in this particular example. In the proposed design, the second stage sample size is a non-increasing function of the number of responses from the first stage, not a constant as in Simon's design and the Minimax-EF design. It can be seen that although the adaptive optimal design has the smallest expected sample size as compared to others, the MSS of the adaptive optimal design is often much larger than that of the proposed adaptive minimax. Fig. 1The comparison among Simon's minimax design, the minimax-EF design and the proposed adaptive minimax design for the design with parameters (*α*,*β*,*π* ~*u*~,*π* ~*a*~)=(0.05,0.1,0.6,0.8). The maximum sample size, *n*(*S*), is plotted as a function of the number of responses from the first stage, *S*Table 3Proposed optimal adaptive designs for *π* ~*a*~=*π* ~*u*~+0.2 at *α*=0.05. Simon's minimax design (*r* ~1~/*n* ~1~,*r*/*n*), and the minimax that stops for futility and efficacy ((*r* ~1~,*r* ~2~)/*n* ~1~,*r*/*n*), are provided as referencePower = 80 %Power = 90 %*Sn* ~2~(*S*)*n*(*S*)*r*(*S*)*Sn* ~2~(*S*)*n*(*S*)*r*(*S*)*π* ~*u*~=0.2Simon: (4/18,10/33)Simon: (5/24,13/45)Minimax-EF: ((2,6)/15,10/32)Minimax-EF: ((4,9)/25,13/44)New: *n* ~1~=19New: *n* ~1~=23≤40190≤40230513321052144126133210621441371332972144138133210821441391130109214413≥10019010153811≥110230*π* ~*u*~=0.3Simon: (6/19,16/39)Simon: (7/24,21/53)Minimax-EF: ((8,13)/27,15/36)Minimax-EF: ((11,17)/37,20/50)New: *n* ~1~=20New: *n* ~1~=32≤50200≤90320616361410185019716361511185020816361512185020916361513185020101636151418502011163615151850201214341516185020≥13020017114318≥180320*π* ~*u*~=0.4Simon: (17/34,20/39)Simon: (12/29,27/54)Minimax-EF: ((17,19)/34,20/39)Minimax-EF: ((12,19)/29,27/54)New: *n* ~1~=16New: *n* ~1~=35≤60160≤14035072339201518532682339201618532792339201718532710233920181853271123392119185326122238202017522613163218211752261492516221752261552115231752271631916≥240350*π* ~*u*~=0.5Simon: (12/23,23/37)Simon: (14/27,32/53)Minimax-EF: ((10,15)/20,23/37)Minimax-EF: ((17,23)/34,31/51)New: *n* ~1~=20New: *n* ~1~=28≤100200≤14028011173723152351301217372316235131131737231723513114173723182351311515352219235131≥16020020235131212149292263422≥230280*π* ~*u*~=0.6Simon: (8/13,25/35)Simon: (15/26,32/45)Minimax-EF: ((10,14)/17,24/33)Minimax-EF: ((15,20)/25,32/45)New: *n* ~1~=15New: *n* ~1~=23≤90150≤140230101833241522453211183324162245321217322317214431131631221821443114142921192144311514292120103324211033252283124≥230230*π* ~*u*~=0.7Simon: (19/23,21/26)Simon: (13/18,26/32)Minimax-EF: ((19,20)/23,21/26)Minimax-EF: ((13,18)/18,26/32)New: *n* ~1~=13New: *n* ~1~=18≤90130≤130180101225211414322611122521151432261212252016143226137201617143226≥1732118Table 4Proposed optimal adaptive designs for *π* ~*a*~=*π* ~*u*~+0.15 at *α*=0.05. Simon's minimax design (*r* ~1~/*n* ~1~,*r*/*n*), and the minimax that stops for futility and efficacy ((*r* ~1~,*r* ~2~)/*n* ~1~,*r*/*n*), are provided as referencePower=80 %Power=90 %*Sn* ~2~(*S*)*n*(*S*)*r*(*S*)*Sn* ~2~(*S*)*n*(*S*)*r*(*S*)*π* ~*u*~=0.1Simon: (2/22,7/40)Simon: (3/31,9/55)Minimax-EF: ((4,6)/33,7/38)Minimax-EF: ((6,8)/47,9/53)New: *n* ~1~=18New: *n* ~1~=33≤10180≤30330220387420538320387520539419376620539519376718518618366817508≥70180≥90330*π* ~*u*~=0.2Simon: (6/31,15/53)Simon: (8/42,21/77)Minimax-EF: ((6,13)/31,15/53)Minimax-EF: ((13,18)/62,21/76)New: *n* ~1~=31New: *n* ~1~=47≤60310≤90470722531510277420822531511277420922531512277420102253151327742011225315142673201221521515267320≥130310162673201725722018146118≥190470*π* ~*u*~=0.3Simon: (16/46,25/65)Simon: (27/77,33/88)Minimax-EF: ((13,19)/43,25/64)Minimax-EF: ((27,33)/77,33/88)New: *n* ~1~=32New: *n* ~1~=51≤90320≤150510103264241637883311326425173788331232642518378833133264251937883314326425203788331531632421378833163062242237883317296124233788331824562224378834≥190320253687332634853327348533≥280510*π* ~*u*~=0.4Simon: (28/59,34/70)Simon: (24/62,45/94)Minimax-EF: ((16,23)/41,34/69)Minimax-EF: ((21,31)/55,45/94)New: *n* ~1~=37New: *n* ~1~=52≤150370≤200520163269332142944417326934224294451832693423429445193269342442944520326934254294452131683326429445223168332742944523316833284294452421582929429445≥2503703042944531399143≥320520*π* ~*u*~=0.5Simon: (39/66,40/68)Simon: (28/57,54/93)Minimax-EF: ((39,40)/66,40/68)Minimax-EF: ((30,38)/59,54/93)New: *n* ~1~=54New: *n* ~1~=55≤280540≤28055029136739293893543013674030389354311367403138935432136740323893543313674033389354341367393438935435136739353893533613673936389354379633837389353≥380540≥380550*π* ~*u*~=0.6Simon: (18/30,43/62)Simon: (48/72,57/84)Minimax-EF: ((16,22)/27,43/62)Minimax-EF: ((48,53)/72,57/84)New: *n* ~1~=32New: *n* ~1~=58≤190320≤370580202961423826845721296142392684572229614240268457232860424126845724286042422583572528604243258357262759414423815627275941≥45058028154734≥290320*π* ~*u*~=0.7Simon: (16/23,39/49)Simon: (33/44,53/68)Minimax-EF: ((16,21)/23,39/49)Minimax-EF: ((29,35)/41,51/65)New: *n* ~1~=25New: *n* ~1~=37≤180250≤2603701924493927286551202449392828655121244939292865512223483830286551238332631276450≥2402503227645033246148≥340370

As suggested by one of the reviewers, we compare the probability of early termination (PET) at the first stage for these designs. The PET is defined as the probability of a study that is stopped at the first stage due to either futility or efficacy. We present the PET of the three designs with *π*~*a*~=*π*~*u*~+0.2 and 80 % power in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. The PET of the new adaptive design is always less than that by Simon's minimax design in these cases. There is no clear relationship between the minimax-EF design and the new design with regard to the PET. It can be seen that the PET of the new design is more consistent as compared to the competitors. Table 5Probability of early termination at the first stage for the designs with *π* ~*a*~=*π* ~*u*~+0.2 and 80 % power*π* ~*u*~SimonMinimax-EFNew adaptive design0.20.7160.4020.6740.30.6660.5820.4170.40.9130.9210.5270.50.6610.5890.5890.60.6470.5540.5970.70.9460.9490.579

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} displays the lines of the Bayes risk function *T* as a function of *q* for each design to attain 90 % power at the significance level of 0.05, with *π*~*u*~=0.3 and *π*~*a*~=0.5. The minimax adaptive design and the optimal adaptive design are presented in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, with *n*~*min*~=50 and *n*~*opt*~=60. Therefore, a total of 11 lines are displayed in the figure to represent the optimal designs when *n* is between 50 and 60. In order to identify an admissible design for a given range of *q*, one has to first compute the intersections among these 11 lines, and the maximum number of intersections between 0 and 1 is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\binom {11}{2}=55$\end{document}$. Within these 55 intersections, 2 of them are out of the range of \[0,1\], this leads to a total of 53 intersections between 0 and 1. After sorting the x-values of these intersections, the design among these 11 designs is the admissible design for a given range of *q* when this design has the smallest *T* over this range, see Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. It can be seen that the optimal adaptive design is the admissible design when *q* is close to 0, and the minimax design is the admissible design when *q* is close to 1. Fig. 2The Bayes risk function as a function of the weight value *q* in searching for an admissible adaptive design for (*α*,*β*,*π* ~*u*~,*π* ~*a*~)=(0.05,0.1,0.3,0.5)Table 6Admissible adaptive designs for (*α*,*β*,*π* ~*u*~,*π* ~*a*~)=(0.05,0.1,0.3,0.5)Interval of *q*nESS~0~Comment\[0.000,0.040\]6034.08Optimal design\[0.040,0.105\]5934.12\[0.105,0.132\]5734.36\[0.132,0.468\]5434.81\[0.468,0.580\]5335.69\[0.580,0.721\]5138.45\[0.721,1.000\]5041.03Minimax design

Application {#Sec4}
-----------

We revisit the urothelial cancer trial with the neoadjuvant therapy \[[@CR10]\]. Simon's minimax design was used for study design to attain 80 % power at the significance level of *α*=0.1. The research team expected a 15 % increase in response rate as compared to the priori estimated response rate *π*~*u*~=35 %. The design parameters using Simon's minimax design are: (*n*~1~,*n*,*r*~1~,*r*)=(31,49,10,21) with the ESS~0~=40.8. The minimax-EF design is: ((*r*~1~,*r*~2~)/*n*~1~,*r*/*n*)=((11,16)/32,21/49). The design parameters, (*n*~1~,*n*(*S*),*r*(*S*)), for the proposed adaptive minimax design are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, and also plotted in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. They all have the same maximum sample size 49, but the expected sample size under the null for the proposed design is smaller, 38.9 VS 40.8(Simon's design), and 39.2 (the minimax-EF design). The adaptive design is also flexible to allow the second stage sample size and its associted critical value to depend on the result from the first stage. Fig. 3For the urothelial cancer trial with parameters (*α*,*β*,*π* ~*u*~,*π* ~*a*~)=(0.1,0.2,0.35,0.5), the design parameters for Simon's minimax design, the minimax-EF design and the proposed adaptive minimax design. The maximum sample size, *n*(*S*), is plotted as a function of the number of responses from the first stage, *S*

Discussion and conclusions {#Sec5}
==========================

We develop a new minimax adaptive two-stage design for use in phase II clinical trials to assess the new treatment's activity. The software program to implement the adaptive designs in this article is written in the statistical language, R \[[@CR11]--[@CR14]\], and it is available per request from the first author (guogen.shan\@unlv.edu) or the corresponding author (jtao\@263.net). We are also working together to develop a new R package to implement the adaptive minimax and admissible designs from this article and the adaptive optimal design by Shan et al. \[[@CR8]\]. The proposed design allows the second stage sample size and its associated critical value to depend on the result from the first stage. The proposed design satisfies the monotonicity property of the relationship between the second stage sample size and the first stage responders, which is an important feature for a practical application.

The MSS of the proposed adaptive minimax design is always less than or equal to that of the minimax-EF design. We consider this as an important advantage of the minimax adaptive design to reduce the computational intensity as compared to adaptive designs based on the optimal criteria \[[@CR8]\], where the upper bound of the sample size has to be set in the design search process. To reduce the computational time, one may use a backward search method as in this article, starting with the maximum sample size from the minimax-EF design. In addition, when the proposed design and other designs have the same MSS, the expected sample size under the null of the proposed design is always smaller than others.

The proposed adaptive design assumes a monotonic relationship between the second stage sample size and the first stage result. In practice, an investigator may want to accrue more patients in the second stage when the number of response from the first stage is large, to obtain as much information as possible from the clinical study. In this case, an additional constraint can be added during the design search to meet the investigator's requirement: the second stage sample sizes are the same when *S* is above *S*~*c*~, where *S*~*c*~ can be determined by the new constraint from the investigator. The new constraint added in the design search should be clinically meaningful.

The naive point estimate for the probability of response rate is calculated as the number of responses divided by the total number of patients, and it is well known that this estimate is biased. In the traditional Simon's design, Jung and Kim \[[@CR15]\] derived the uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimate for the probability of response based on the Rao-Blackwell theorem. To the best of our knowledge, no unbiased estimate for the probability of response has been proposed in an adaptive two-stage design setting. This may be due to the complexity of an adaptive design as compared to the traditional sample size fixed design.

Randomized clinical trials are used in clinical trials by comparing the new treatment or therapy to the best available treatment for disease. Randomized clinical trials are preferable in the majority of studies to reduce the selection bias and confounding effects, thus capturing the true effectiveness of the new treatment. The widely used two-stage design for a two-arm study with binary outcomes is the one due to Thall et al. \[[@CR16]\], that does not allow the second stage sample size to change from the results of the first stage. We will extend the adaptive approach from the one-arm study to this two-arm study to develop a new adaptive two-stage design for a randomized clinical trial with dichotomous endpoints.

Abbreviations {#Sec6}
=============

ESS~0~, the expected sample size under the null; MMS, maximum sample size
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